Abstract. We introduce model-theoretic semantics [6] for Higher-Order Horn logic programming language. One advantage of logic programs over conventional non-logic programs has been that the least fixpoint is equal to the least model, therefore it is associated to logical consequence and has a meaningful declarative interpretation. In simple theory of types [9] on which Higher-Order Horn logic programming language is based, domain is dependent on interpretation [10). To define T 'P operator for a logic program 1', we need a fixed domain without regard to interpretation which is usually taken to be a set of atomic propositions. We build a semantics where we can fix a domain while changing interpretations. We also develop a fixpoint semantics based on our model, and show that we can get the least fixpoint which is the least model. Using this fixpoint we prove the completeness of the interpreter of our language in [14) .
Introduction
Many extended versions of Prolog are developed which incorporate higher-order features in logic programming languages to make programs more versatile and expressive [16, 8, 1] . In this paper, we build a model-theoretic semantics for a higher-order logic programming language which is suitable for describing declaratively operations of such programming language.
Church [9] introduced a simple theory of types as a system of higher-order logic. This system incorporated >.-notation in its particularly simple syntax which actually be viewed as a version of simply typed >.-calculus. Henkin first gave a semantics for Church's system based on general models. Domain members of a general model are truth values, individuals, and functions. Church's system was proved to be complete with respect to Henkin's semantics (10] . Andrews studied general models further in [3, 4, 5] , and built a non-extensional model which is suitable under settings of resolution theorem proving [2] . The proof theory for this system is shown to have a close resemblance to that of first-order logic: there is, for example, a generalization to Herbrand theorem that holds for a variant of this system [12, 13] .
.>.Prolog [16] was the first language to show that higher-order logic could be used as the basis of a practical programming language . .>.Prolog is based on typed >.-calculi which have their ultimate origin in Russel's method of stratifying sets to avoid the set theoretic paradoxes. One advantage of logic programs over coventional non-logic programs has been that they have simple declarative model-theoretic semantics. That is, in logic programs the least fixpoint is equal to least model, therefore it is associated to logical consequences and has a meaninful declarative interpretation. In higher-order logic on which AProlog is based, compared to first-order case, it is extremely difficult to build an effective model-theoretic semantics. One of these difficulties is that the definition of satisfaction of formulas is mutually recursive with the process of evaluation of terms (see [10, 2, 3, 4, 5] ). In first-order case, the model-theory is two level [11] . First we define a domain of individuals, and then define satisfaction wrt this domain. As a result of this in higher-order logic it is difficult to define T 'P operator for a logic program 'P: In a definition ofT 'P operator for a logic program P, we consider a set of atomic propositions as an interpretation, and need a fixed domain without regard to interpretations. The second reason is that since higher-order logic programming languages are usually formulated in non-extensional form, we need a non-extensional model to describe properly such languages.
Henkin's general model semantics is extensional: i.e., if two objects in a model have the same extension, then they must be equal. Extensional models are very difficult to deal with, and unsuitable to describe a higher-order logic programming language like AProlog which contain a propositional type in its primitive set of types. For example, we can define a program 'Pt = {p(a) <-T, q(a) ,___ T,r(p(a)) <-T} in AProlog. Given program 'Pt, the goal r(p(a)) will succeed in AProlog, but the goal r( q( a)) will fail, since the unification of r( q( a)) and r(p( a)) will simply fail. For any extensional model M for 'Pt, M will assign the value T for p(a) and q(a). So p(a) = q(a) is a logical consequence of 'Pt. M will also assign the value T to r(p(a)), so the extension of the predicate which M will assign to r contains T. Therefore r( q( a)) is a logical consequence of the program 'Pt. Note that for this program the valuation of terms is mutually recursive with the satisfaction of formulas, since a formula can occur as an argument of predicate or functional symbols.
As shown above extensional models are difficult to define and unsuitable for higher-order logic programming. In this paper, we develop a non-extensional model where domain is independent from interpretations and build a fixed point semantics, and we prove the completeness of the interpreter in [14] .
Higher-Order Horn Logic Programming Language
In this section we describe a higher-order logic programming language for which we build models in the later sections. For the exposition of our logic programming language C we will follow closely those in [16, 15] .
The set T of types contains a collection To of primitive types and is closed under the formation of functional types: i.e., if a, f3 E T, then (a-+ {3) E T. The type constructor -+associates to the right. The type (a-+ /3) is that of a function from objects of type a to objects of type {3.
We introduce a very convenient notation from [17] . For each type symbol a, and each set S containing objects or expressions, we write Sa to denote the set of things in S which are of type a. We sometimes write {Sa}a to denoteS. We can also define a type assignment mapping ron the set S such that r: S-+ T and for all s E S, r(s) =a if s E Sa.
Let S,T,Tt,T2 be sets. We assume that there are denumerably many variables and constants of each type. Let the set of variables and constants be L1 and E, respectively. Simply typed >.-terms are built up in the usual fashion from these typed constants and variables via abstraction and application. Our well formed terms (wfts) are simply typed >.-terms. We, as usual, can define the set T(E) of all wfts by giving the definition of the set T(E)a of wfts of type a by induction.
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with most of basic notions and definitions such as bound, free variables, closed terms (c-terms), substitution and >.-conversion for this language; only a few are reviewed here. Letters /a, sa, ta, ···,will be used as syntactical variables ofwfts of type a. Type subscript symbols may be omitted when context indicates what they should be or irrelevant to discussion. By Church-Rosser theorem [7] , a >.-normal wfts of a wft is unique upto a renaming of variables. For most part we shall be satisfied with any of these normal forms corresponding to a wft t, and we shall write >.norm (t) to denote such a form. In certain situations we shall need to talk about a unique normal form and, in such cases, we shall use p (t) to designate what we shall call the principal normal or p-normal form oft; i.e. p is a mapping from wfts to >.-normal terms. There are several schemes that may be used to pick a representative of the a-equivalence classes of >.-normal terms and the one implicitly assumed here is that of [2] . 
General Model Theoretic Semantics
In this Section we build model-theoretic semantics for the language C. As introduced in Section 1 we need a non-extensional model to prove that a resolution system in type theory is complete. The model in [2] is in a sense non-extensional. But it doesn't provide an adequate notion of "general" non-extensional model for our purpose: Domain is defined by indexing extension of the element in it by wfts. The indexed entity like (t,p} is called a V-complexe where Vis a truth value evaluation of formulas. So only one kind of domain is used in [2] , since the set of all wfts is predetermined given a language C. In [2] , in order to define the domain of interpretation we need a semivaluation function V, as above, which evaluates proposional formulas toT or F. The definition of domain or the evaluation of terms is mutually recursive with the definition of evaluation of formulas. Now we generalize Andrews model to a model where we index the extension by an element from a general domain which we call frame. From this model we build a model where the definition of domain is independent from the definition of satisfaction. These two models will be shown to be isomorphic and elementarily equivalent in the sense that the sets of valid sentences in each semantics are same. Since our language C is based on A-calculus and application is a basic operation of the A-calculus, any model of C should be an applicative structure which is a A-model. Definition Let A be a set and · a binary operation over A such that for all a, (3 E T, for all a E Aa-,a, bE Aa, a· b is an element in Ap. Then A= (A,-} is said to be an applicative structure.
An assignment into a set A is a type consistent mapping cp: Ll-+ A. A :A-model is a triple (A,·, 11·11} such that (A, -} is an applicative structure and 11·11 a binary function such that for each assignment cp into A and term ta-, llta-ll<p E Aa and for all terms f E T(E)a-.B and t E T(E)a, llftii'P = llfii'P ·lltii'P· We call the function II · II a valuation function in A.
0
Note that in the usual definition of extensional A-model, we need one more condition, which can be expressed as for all term t, variable Xa, I!Axatii'P = .Xa E Aa ·lltll'P[afx,.]· This condition is equivalent to extensionality. Since we want non-extensional model, we do not include this condition for A-model.
A frame is a nonempty set D of objects each of which is assigned a type symbol from the set T in such a way that every object in Da-.B is a function from Da to D,a for all type symbols a and (3. A pre-interpretation :F of the language C is a pair (D, J} where D is a frame, and J is a type consistent mapping in E-+ D. An assignment into a pre-interpretation is an assignment into the frame of the pre-interpretation. Note that Da-.B is some collection of functions mapping Do-
A pre-interpretation :F = {D, J} is said to be general iff there is a binary function VF = V such that for each assignment cp and term ta, V <pta E Da-, and the following conditions are satisfied for each assignment cp and all terms: ,.\-model, but in a pre-interpretation logic symbols such as logical operators and predicate constants are not fully interpreted. So we call it a pre-interpretation. Now we will give interpretations to logical symbols, after discussing a few constructions ofposets. Any non-empty set A can be considered a poset under the identity relation where x ~A y iff x = y. We call this type of poset discrete. Let P1 and P2 be disjoint posets. P1 U P2 is a poset P = P1 U P2 such that for all x, y E P, x ~P y if x ~p 1 y or x ~p 2 y. P1 x P2 is a poset P = P1 x P2 where for all x, y E P, x ~P y if x 1 ~p 1 y 1 and x 2 ~p 2 y 2 . Let S be a set, and P a poset. 
., as follows by induction on
1J is the set of V-complexes based on D. We can also introduce one-one onto mapping"' : D--+ 1) such that for a E T, dE Da, Kd ="-ad, and function v whose domain is D such that ford E Da, . Then by definition of 1J it is easy to see that a*b1 * · · ·*bn E 'Dp. Moreover, (V, *} is an applicative structure and for all
Definition Let 1J be a set of V-complexes. We can define a binary mapping V such that for all assignment <pinto V, V 10 : T(L')--+ V, and for all t E T(L'), V~t = V 10 .t. f Note that in this definition the symbol for satisfaction in A is the small!=. The normal size F is used for another definition of satisfaction which is defined later in this paper. 
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A subset JC of ll(D) induces a unique mapping he in ll -+ IP(D) as follows: for all
We write M f= F to say that a formula F is valid in M if M f= F[cp] for all assignments r.p into M. Given a definite program P, we say that M is a model or D-model for P, and write M f= P, if each definite clause in Pis valid in M. Given a closed goal formula G, we say that G is a logical consequence of P, and write P f= G if G is valid in all models of P. Proof Let {In)new be a w-chain of D-interpretations. We need to show: T p(Unewin) = Unew T p(In)·
LemmaS. Let I~ II(D). Then I!= "P iffT~(I) ~I.
Proof=>) Assume
The monotonicity ofT 1' implies that Unew T p(In) ~ T p(Unewin)· Now we need to show that In order to determine validity or logical consequences, we need to consider all interpretations of the language C. In this section we shall show that we can restrict our attention to Herbrand models. That is, we show that if A is true in all Herbrand (that is symbolic) models it follows that A is true in all models and a fortiori in the model intended by the person who wrote the program. Definition The Herbrand frame His a set such that (a) His the set of all p-normal c-terms For the definite program 'P1 introduced in section 1, it is easy to see that T!p 1 (tP) = {p(a), q(a), r(p(a))} So r(p(a)) is a logical consequence of'P1, while r(q(a)) is not.
The program 'P1 is non-extensional in the sense that extensional identity of arguments of the predicate r does not imply extensional identity of proposition r( · ). In [18] Wadge defined a fragment of higher-order logic programming language (in fact it's a pure subset of HiLog [8] ) where every program behaves extensionally. Example We can define the following higher-order logic program 'Pa in the language of [18] In this section we prove completeness of interpreter in [14) . Our actual interpreter is that of [14) plus backchaining when atomic goals need to be solved. The definition of this non-deterministic interpreter can be given by describing how a theorem prover for programs and goals should function. This interpreter, given the pair {P, G} in its initial state, should either succeed or fail. We shall use the notation P 1-G to indicate the meta proposition that the interpreter succeeds if started in the state (P, G}. The search related semantics which we want to attribute to the logical constants can be specified as follows:
Gl· (e) P 1-A only if there are a definite clause A1 -G1 E Panda substitution u such that A= uA1 and P 1-uG1.
Let F be a formula of C. Then IF! denotes the set {<pF: <pis an assignment into H}. It is easy to see that ifF is a goal formula, IF! is a set of closed goal formulas, and ifF is a definite clause, then IFI is a set of closed definite clauses. This notation can be extended to set r of formulas of C:
Definition Let r be a set of formulas that are either closed atoms or definite clauses, and let G be a closed goal formula. Then a r -derivation sequence for G is a finite sequence G 1 , G 2 , ... , an of closed goal formulas such that an is G, and for each i E [n), (a) if G 1 is a closed atom, then i) G 1 is T, or ii) Gi E r, or iii) there is a definite clause G 1 -Gi E IFI such that j < i, (b) if Gi is G1 V G2, then for some :j < i, Gi is either G1 or G2, (c) if G 1 is G1 /1. G2, then for some :j, k < i, Gi = G 1
and G1 . Then by our first assumption, there is a P-derivation for G 1 . We now get a P derivation for A by appending A to this sequence. When Gi is Gt 1\ G2. Then by our second IH, there are 'P-derivations for G 1 and G2. Now we get a 'P-derivation for Gi by appending Gi to the end of concatenation these sequences. When Gi is 3zaGt. By second IH, there is a term t E Ha such that there is a P-derivation for [t/za)G1, to which we attach Gi to get P-derivation for Gi. 0 
Conclusion
We have built a general model theoretic semantics for Higher-Order Horn logic programming language and established the least model and least fixed point semantics. We also showed soundness and completeness of those interpreters developed in [16, 14] by establishing equivalence between the fixed point semantics and the operational semantics of those interpreters based on P-derivations.
